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Question 1 A) Innovation is about finding new or better method of making 

something, a product or a service. Innovations are born due to several 

reasons . Peter Drucker has outlined seven sources of innovative chances or 

opportunities . I am going to identify them below. 1. Unexpected happenings,

as a sudden event that can be a indication of a distinctive chance for 

innovating or entrepreneurship. 2. Incongruity, as the divergence between 

what everyone think of a thing and the reality of it , this difference can 

create an innovation. 3. Innovation born when a new process is needed is a 

chance to fill the gap and create something new. . Changes happened to the 

industry structure can be a possibility for an innovative product to pop out 5.

Demographics change such as population size, employment level and 

income ranges. 6. Perception variation along with mood and meaning of 

general assumptions can form an innovation. 7. New knowledge acquired 

based on fresh advances in scientific and technological fields can produce 

new goods to the market. [Tetteh, 2008] Gary was a risk taker, his 

innovations were the result of unexpected happenings that combined with 

his great mind generated new and interesting products. 

It is said that his first step of being innovative and risky was an end result

after reading a newspaper ad about  the availability  of  large quantities of

powder soap. He evaluate the news as a great one since the countries was

just getting out of a war state and people will find this product pretty attiring.

This unexpected happening has made Gary a deal that created a tiny wealth

of a 30, 000$ at that time when he contacted the right people and informed

them about his product and made the sale from scratch. Word count: 288?

B) 
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According  to  Schumpeter,  innovation  is  the  process  of  introducing  new

products in addition to techniques to the market. These products need to be

new  or  radically  improved.  Schumpeter  identified  five  types  of  possible

innovation: 1. Producing new kinds of goods or modifying the of attributes of

the  existing  ones.  2.  Introducing  new way of  production  which  might  be

based on innovative technical and scientific findings. 3. opening new market

4. Using new resources and raw materials in the inputs. 5. new organization

of production and industry . 

What Gary has done is finding products and making them more attractive by

adding some options or features to them, what he said about his products is

that there are normal products with a twist. This twist can be new look or

design or new attributes added to them. We can see that Gary’s type of

innovation is product innovation, which consists of changing a feature or a

look  of  an  available  product.  Furthermore,  Gary  as  an  adventurer  has

introduced new products from toys and other amusing stuff to the market. 

For example: the plastic farm of ants , the spud gun and the fly cake which

have made great successes and rewards. For instance, he released balloons

that were designed as giant animals , this change in the look of the balloons

attracted people and made them buy them in huge quantities . Mixing his

original  ideas  with  the  product  that  is  presented  have  resulted  in  new

product that is a realmoneymaker. Word count: 251? Question 2 A) Gary as

shown in the case is a very successful entrepreneur. 

He combined great traits  of  successful  and honored men in the business

world. Gary was a normal person who hasn’t a degree in business but what

he has is the idea and the initiative to take this idea to the last level and
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making  it  worthwhile.  He  has  marketing  skills,  he  knew  what  attract

customers and also he knew how to convince people to buy his products that

were not ordinary products, but with his skills and creativity he changed the

actual product and made it more appealing in the addition of the fun part for

ex: animal look balloons and plastic ant farm. 

Gary forever looked for high accomplishments and wanted to achieve his

dream to  be  a  millionaire  from  the  beginning  and  he  reached  his  goal.

[Davison,  2008]  Being  an  ambitious  person  who  is  to  a  great  extent

motivated  towards  success,  knew  how  stay  focused  and  identify  the

opportunity  when  he  sees  it  as  he  did  when  reading  the  soap  powder

availability  in  the market  and took risk to make his  first  great  sale,  that

showed how clever he was by perceiving this opportunity and evaluating it to

decide that it will be a great offer for people after the war. 

Having the mental ability to think in an intelligent and creative way for doing

all kinds of business while keeping his eyes on the objective and not losing

the energy however remaining persistent to take risks and new challenges

by introducing high number of innovative products to the market without

fear offailureare the reason behind the enormous success of this inspirational

entrepreneur. Word count: 276 ? B) An entrepreneur is a person who has the

potential to do something different. 

Being an entrepreneur  is  about  having the right  skills  and the right  idea

along with the right experience and in the end being able to generate a

totally unique innovation Gary as an entrepreneur is a risk taking individual

who  enjoys  taking  the  chances  and  entering  uncertain  situations  to  do

business.  Many  characteristics  that  he  owned  helped  him  be  the
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entrepreneur he is now. The many experiences he has from hischildhood, in

hi  father  grocery’s  store  and  the  experience he gained  in  the  army and

combining them all together taught him that being risky can be quite fun and

very profitable. 

Furthermore, having an idea and staying focused on the goal of making that

idea an innovative creation next to realizing good opportunities and chances

for a fresh venture were strengths for Gary and reason behind his success.

Having  the  potential  is  about  generating  ventures  and  succeeding  from

scratch,  the  entrepreneur  is  innovative  and  inventive  and  knows  how to

develop his ideas and turn it into a success and money. Gary is self confident

and multi-skilled, he didn’t focus on one field for business, and his interest

was in marketing. 

He still  remained confident when he faced of difficulties and failures and

discouraging circumstances. Gary gathered in hispersonalitythe potential to

be  a  successful  entrepreneur.  The  risky  trait,  the  experience,  the

intelligence,  the  initiative,  the  creativity,  the  know-how,  the  complete

commitment and dedication to achieve his  objectives.  Word count:  252 ?

Question 3 Innovation is spreading vey fast in the economic world. 

Innovation permits nations and countries to grow rapidly better than cultures

that  aren’t  adopting  innovation.  Acquiring  ideas  of  technological  and

innovation  is  actuality  important  for  achieving  organization’s  competitive

advantage.  Everett  roger  has  discussed  the  importance  of  customers

adopting and using innovation, since customers are the most vital part of the

business process. That is what the purchasing pathway network that includes
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several stages of introducing the products until the consumer purchase them

. 

The  purchasing  network  perspective  got  great  interest  from  different

business  people,  among managers,  consultants,  and decision  makers  are

aiming  to  promote  the  innovative  capability  for  organizations.  Firstly

innovators asses what is needed and wanted under the competitive pressure

and the need to produce different products. After that it comes releasing the

product,  making the ads for it  to attract new customers and position the

image of the product in the mind of customers to make them move and buy

the  product.  Mankin,  E  2007]  People  are  divided  into  several  levels  of

innovation adoption , some of them are innovators who like to purchase the

product first, and then comes the later adopters who wait for another people

to try the product before them because they fear it will not satisfy them for

example purchasing an iphone The purchasing pathway network is greatly

advised  for  organization  or  firms  when  designing  a  project  since  the

innovator need to know that people’s perception of the innovative product

differ  where  there  is  a  crucial  need  to  identify  different  users  adoption

behavior. 

Word count: 255 Question 4 The six markets model illustrates the view of

where the marketing of goods can be applied. The six domains appearing

above are the ones that organizations direct their marketing strategies by.

Those  markets  are:  the  referral  market  where  the  organization  has

goodcommunicationlinks  with  some experts  and professionals  in  business

world who can recommend others regarding purchasing products and other
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decisions.  The  supplier  markets,  recruitments  markets,  influence  markets

and internal markets or employees. 

For  example  The Word of  mouth communication  can be recognized as  a

valuable method in the marketing mix. Each of these interactions must be

managed with a strategic plan. Gary’s marketing activities were shown firstly

when he marketed the powder soap from the supplier market and offered

them for  people  he  already  met  (referral  market)  and  he  succeeding  in

making the deal . Then he used the mail-order business and published an ad

in  the  newspaper,  and  customers  saw  the  ad  and  were  attracted  by  it

(customer market). He introduced also new products in national trade fairs

also considered as customers market. 

He has set up a billboard next to his house that declared the image and the

marketing intelligence he had. Big companies and executives were attired by

the billboard and became known among businessmen. Moreover, Gary has

published two books that showed his knowing in promoting his experiences

and stories to his students( internal markets). SO we can see that Gary has

used the whole framework of the six markets in his business life. That helped

him  becoming  successful  and  a  winner  in  the  entrepreneurship  and

marketing world. 
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